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"Damn it! That little bast*rd, Leon, is just so difficult to kill!" Furious, the Southern Boss slammed his fist against the armrest of

the chair and the chair instantly shattered into pieces.

Ever since Cynthion Group was formed in the southern region, he sent his men to assassinate Leon time and time again to

obtain the company, only to face failure every single time.

It baffled him as to what went wrong to cause an influential man like himself to lose to a young man like Leon.

'Is he just lucky?' He thought.

"Southern Boss, please calm down! Since the Scarlet Thief is already dead, I think we should send Fourth Apostle along with a

big group of martial artists against Leon. He might be able to escape death twice, but I doubt he will get lucky again!" Grand

Apostle said.

He once suggested sending Fourth Apostle against Leon, but the Southern Boss wanted to use the Scarlet Thief to eliminate

Leon and rejected the idea. However, since the Scarlet Thief was already killed by the Dragon Corps, the Southern Boss's plan

was ruined.

Hence, Grand Apostle decided to bring up the idea of sending Fourth Apostle instead.

Fourth Apostle was not mentioned on the criminal list, so the Dragon Corps could not possibly interfere.

With the Fourth Apostle's strength in the Intermediate Almighty State along with the assistance of other martial artists among the

Spears, they should be able to eliminate Leon without miss.

"Southern Boss, I'm more than willing to take care of Leon for you," Fourth Apostle immediately stood from his seat.

"Very well! Fourth Apostle, I'll leave this to you, then! Take more men with you. Make sure that you eliminate Leon immediately

and capture both Iris and Cynthia! Failure is not allowed!" The Southern Boss said sternly.

He did not know why he failed to assassinate Leon repeatedly, but he knew that Leon was growing rapidly and formed a

connection with the Thompsons and the Hughes. On top of that, the Cynthion Group became so influential that its potential was

immeasurable.

The Southern Boss was determined to kill Leon when there was a chance in the hope of obtaining the Cynthion Group.

He reminded Fourth Apostle to capture Iris and Cynthia mainly because he wanted secrets to the alchemical pills, as that was

the most important part of all.

"Yes, sir. I won't let you down," Fourth Apostle said and was about to leave when he was stopped by the sound of footsteps

approaching.

"Hang on!” Rodney hurried inside with the Second Guardian, “ Dad, you probably shouldn't do that!"

"What? Why not?" The Southern Boss was surprised as Rodney always wanted to get rid of Leon, so he was confused as to why

Rodney would stop Fourth Apostle from attacking Leon.
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